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Many large cities face the impact of high growth in motorized vehicle use caused by extensive
population and high expansion of local economy, especially in the developing country, which
are threatening the accessibility, the quality and the natural environment of life. To face this
competition of individual motorized vehicle which exclusively offers comfortable door-todoor journey service, intermodal transport, meant as the efficient integration of different
transport modes and services in the trip, has became a successful condition to encourage
public transport and non-motorized modes as well as a reasonable restriction on the growth of
individual motorized vehicle. Moreover, a reasonable system of urban transport should be
balanced development between all of transport modes. In reality, we know that high ratio of
motorized vehicle is imputed the motorized vehicle users who haven’t paid enough the trip
cost in terms of their absolute social responsibility. First of all, we aim at renewedly defining
the trip cost depending on the different modes and then we will look forward to study the case
about an emergent city (Shanghai) and a developed city (the greater Paris region). Finally, we
will conclude the feasibility of intermodal transport in these two cities.
��� ����: passenger intermodal transport, public transport, individual vehicle, trip cost,
complementary
�� ������������ �� ����� ���������
According to the report of UNO published in 2004, 48.2% of populations are living and
moving in urban agglomerations in the world. For example France, 77% of peoples live in
urban region, 38% of whose peoples live in the city centre, 45% reside in the inner suburb and
the rest 17% inhabit the outer suburb (LEBLANC).
As the development of urban economy, the level of life quality and motorization go up little
by little. Besides, high density of population also brings largely motorized vehicles to cities.
As shown as figure 1, we attempt to analyze the 11 cities in 10 countries in terms of the ratio
of motorization on national and regional scale. First of all, we sort these cities into three types,
type I is classified as the level of automobile ownership is higher than regional level
(especially for cities in the developed country); type II signifies almost same ratio between the
national scale and regional scale, and type III denotes that the level of automobile ownership
in country is lower that regional level (especially for cities in the developing country).
According to the description of figure 1, the level of automobile ownership depends always
on the urban form, the number of population, the economical capacity and the quality of
public transport.
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FIGURE 1: Level of motorization (automobile ownership) on national and regional scale
Source: CCFA, OECD and the Statistics Bureau in Japan

Thus, we aim at searching for solutions that could benefit the quality of life and the natural
environment in the cities and their accessibility. Encouraging intermodal transport is thus an
effective approach to reduce motorized vehicle use, in order to relieve the space pressure of
road, preserve our environment and make all effective moves at the same time.
��� �������� �� ����������� �� ������ ���������
The growth of population results in high rate of mobility, especially in the city area. The
emergence of mobility also brings some problems of saturation, with the socio-economic and
environmental consequences like raised trip cost, traffic congestion, air pollution, extension of
trip distances, insecurity etc.
Therefore, we try to seek for a special remedy in order to solve this vicious circle happened in
the urban area and avoid the unlimited extension of individual vehicles motorized in the urban
areas. Public transport has already been encouraged by the urban authorities in the developed
and developing cities; however, it presents an insufficient attraction for transfers from the use
of motorized vehicles towards the use of public transport. As for the non-motorized mode, it
gradually took again its place in the urban transport network, especially in European continent
the municipal governments support the infrastructures of bicycle use, but the proportion of
bicycle use is still very weak compared to the other means of urban transport.
In figure 2, it shows the advantages and disadvantage between public transport (PT) and the
Individual motorized vehicle (IV) in terms of various aspects so that we distinguish they have
different characteristics in terms of the sustainable development of urban transport.
In general, the external effects caused by motorized vehicles, which include air pollution,
greenhouse effect, noise, energy consumption, safety and congestion, are increasingly more
serious than the negative effects produced by public transport, but the development of public
transport has to need heavier financial support. In other words, if we want to construct a more
complete urban transport network, it is necessary to have also a public budget for the
infrastructures of transport, therefore, that will impose a heavier budgetary burden on the local
communities. According to the report of Transport union in the greater Paris region (STIF,
2001), the principal financing for operation of public transports depends always on public
budgets. It is a significant obstacle to develop the public transport in the city areas.
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FIGURE 2: Comparison between the individual vehicle and public transport
Source : CCFA (2007)
Nevertheless, we aim at limiting the use of motorized vehicles in order to arrive at a higher
living quality. First, it is necessary to know that it is impracticable to limit perfectly the use
of motorized vehicles in terms of the aspect of sustainable development, because these
motorized vehicles have to still play a significant role for the inhabitants, the regional
planning and the economic activities.
Thus, the use of intermodal transport for daily journey is more supported now, because it can
profit and integrate the respective advantages and disadvantages of transport modes
(Complementary). Theoretically, the concept of intermodal transport can effectively reduce
the use of motorized vehicles in the certain urban zones and at the same time relieve the
pressure of public financing and urban public space for the communities.
�� ������ ��������� �� ���������� ���������
In the present context, the passenger intermodal trips, which combine at least two modes of
transport in the same trip; for example public transport + the private car ; public transport +
public transport etc., are the principal trip of passengers in urban zones or in peripheral urban
zones. In this context, we attempt to create a diagram in order to explain this new transport
mode in city, shown as figure 3.
We suppose the passenger departs from his house in suburb to city centre where his office is.
This trip can be divided into 17 pieces. The guy has to take the first mode of transport (bicycle)
in order to arrive in the station of regional train where he or she takes a train to the transit
center in downtown area, and then he or she take another mode of transport in order to reach
the station which is closest to his office. At last, he or she depends on walking from the
station to his destination.
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FIGURE 3: Flowchart of passenger intermodal trip
Although, the concept of intermodal transport isn’t recent, it still bears the problems of
articulation about the integration of various transports and the consistency between the public
transport supply and the motorized vehicle demand. To promote these intermodal trips, the
intermodal system must be organized so that passengers regard it as a valid alternative, or
estimate the advantage offered in relation to the trip with one mode of transport.
��� ������ ��������� �� ���������� ���������
The current challenge of intermodal transport is to transfer the use of motorized vehicle
towards the use of public transport and non-motorized modes. Thus, a comfortable and
practicable connection offered in between the modes like bicycle, bus, rail and walking is the
pivot of intermodal transport, for example, to construct platforms, to integrate information
system and to install cycle ways or bus lane etc. The objective of these measurements is to
minimize the trip cost of transferring for each passenger. As develops the variety of urban
transport and the particular economic capacity, passengers not only consider the most
economic transport mode in terms of monetary budget, but also seek the most effective mode
in terms of time budget and more comfortable1.
Moreover, optimizing trip chain consists of a principal axis of public transport,
interchangeable platform, providing clearer and simple conditions of transferring for all the
passengers. Even waiting time must be taken into account to plan the intermodal mode of
urban transport. Under a limited public budget, to create the maximum attraction of public
transport is absolutely one of the crucial conditions to stimulate the use of intermodal
transport.
In addition, the suburbs zones, which are wide and develop most quickly, are not very dense
1

The existing ideal models generally try to explain the passenger’s behaviours through the factors of monetary
cost and time cost according to the theory of the generalized costs (the monetary value), the conjecture of
Zahavi (1979), Rational Choice Model.
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but very difficult to serve effectively by public transport. This fact corresponds to a
phenomenon of probably durable society (search for individual space) and mechanically
involves a growing recourse to the motorized vehicle. The incentive of transferring on public
transport (stations in suburbs, stations terminus in dense zone) is consequently one of the
principal means to adapt trips for the new forms of urbanization and to limit the place of
motorized vehicles in denser urban zone.
Owing to these stakes, the analysis of urban transport cannot be unaware of intermodal trip in
the cities which can optimize the complementary among modes and improve their socioeconomic profitability. It must today provide means to evaluate in advance the total impact of
inciting policies (Park & Ride, limitation of circulation, integration of transport fare etc.) and
to integrate this potential traffic in the preliminary studies of public projects of transport.
However, it always misses a more precise analysis on intermodal trips in urban transport
system. The objective of our research is initially better to know these behaviors, such as they
can be observed in the cities (the greater Paris region and Shanghai in our research) on a
worldwide scale, and to propose tracks about integration of the various trip costs in order to
build an analysis model of passenger intermodal transport.
��� ��������� ������ �� ���������� ���������
In effect, the intermodal trip has only significant weight on these long distances. For example
in the greater Paris region, the combination between automobile and a public transport in the
same journey has only 1.2% of total trip, indeed, this situation hasn’t changed since thirty
years. Thus, we attempt initially explore the potential market of intermodal transport in two
cities (the greater Paris region and Shanghai) in terms of potential conditions of intermodality.
We know well that the success of an intermodal trip has to be not only based on a strong
public transport network but also depended on the assistant equipment, like parking space,
practical corridor of transit etc. Therefore, we can explore these phenomena from the principal
study of local mobility which can be divided into two dimensions: firstly is the size of living
area (apprehended here by the size of the agglomeration), and secondly is the position in the
living area. This position can be an agglomeration (like city centre & suburbs. In terms of this
logical analysis, we must initially present the distribution of administrative zones and
population in these two cities, and we will try to describe directly the influence factors of
intermodal transport in the cities.
The examination of modal split reveals that automobile is at the first rank of urban transport
mode in the greater Paris region (43.9%) and the bicycle always occupies the first rank
compared to the other mechanized modes in the Shanghai city (25.2%). According to the
following table 1, if we focus just on the motorized trip, we find that the share of motorized
trips reached 70% in the greater Paris region and 48% in Shanghai city. The second rang of
transport mode in the greater Paris region is walking (34% of total trip); on the contrary, in
Shanghai city, walking is always more frequent than bicycle.
The modal split of these two cities, the motorized vehicles play the very significant roles for
daily journey, although the rate of the use of motorized vehicles in Shanghai reaches only
22% in 2004 (relative to 10.9% with total trip in 1995). Moreover, the potential transition
between the non-motorized modes and motorized has been happened in Shanghai city since
the 20 last years (Yeh and Papon, 2008).
In the comparative analysis, the great majority of journeys are single modal: 96% of total trip
in the greater Paris region and 89.8% of total trip in the Shanghai city (Liu, 2006) are carried
out with only one mode in the same trip. The share of intermodal trips is very weak and their
evolution can’t be showed as a significant rise.
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In the greater Paris region, the evolution of intermodal trip reveals that the most frequent
mode of intermodal trip is the combination metro with bus (with approximately 3% of total
trips), and the share of bi-modal or tri-modal between public transport/automobile still
remains very weak (around 1.5% of total trip). As for the Shanghai city, the most frequent
combination of intermodal trip is consisted by metro and bus (with 4.9% of total trip, and the
share of bi-modal between the motorized vehicles/public transport reaches surroundings 3.1%
of total trip.
TABLE 1: Modal split in the greater Paris region and Shanghai city (%)
Déplacements totaux

Déplacements motorisés
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*

**

IDF: Data 2001 for the greater Paris region; Shanghai: Data 2004
Source : Enquête globales de transport, 2001 (Ile-de-France); SCCTPI, 2004 (Shanghai);

As far as we know, the success of intermodal transport must depend on a strong capacity of
rail network (metro + regional train). Since the metro network in Shanghai was brought into
since 1995 in the dense zones, we have no enough data history to analyze the evolution of
intermodal trip. Thus, we aim at first using here the case of the greater Paris region in order to
observe the phenomenon of evolution of intermodal trip. We find that the growth of
intermodal trip in the greater Paris region increase 8% from 1976 to 1991 (6.65% in 1976 and
7.19% in 1991), and at the same time the growth of automobile trip increased by 24% from
1976 to 1991 (35.7% in 1976 and 44.4% in 1991). On the other hand, the use rate of nonmotorized modes declined of 21% during from 1976 to 1991 and the use rate of public
transport remained stable during these 15 years.
According to the following table 2, we find the intermodal trips between automobile and
public transport remains still weak. On the contrary, the growth of the use of intermodal trips
between automobile and train reached 55.6% on account of the rail network in the very dense
zones (zone 1 and 2). The objective of intermodality is not only to offer a good choice of
transport for passengers, but also to transfer the use of motorized vehicles towards the use of
public transport.
After having represented the tendency of modes in the greater Paris region, we have been able
to note that the frequentation of public transport stagnates by now; the road declines a little,
since several years, in spite of significant investments. There are two assumptions maybe can
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explain this phenomenon: one is the increasing diffuseness of trips (Madre and Maffre, 1995),
and the other is the decreasing concentrate of flows on a mainly radial network. In addition,
the heavy network asphyxiated, with the result that the conditions of transit folding are
difficult for automobile (problems of parking around stations) or on the bus (slowed down by
congestion).
TABLE 2: Evolution of intermodal trip in the greater Paris region
�����
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����

������ ���

������ ���
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����
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��� �� ��
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���

Car, metro

0.86

0.71

-5.8

Car, bus

0.10

0.09

-0.1

Car, train

0.45

0.70

55.6

������

����

����

Source: Global transport survey, 1976 & 1991

��� ����������� �� ���������� ���������
The intermodal transport in the greater Paris region, which at the beginning did not seem a
phenomenon of a great, as well as in Shanghai city, reveals of great importance for certain
populations in the city. The following table represents approximately the potential factors in
intermodal trip. We compare first the certain demographic data, owing to the fact that the
human is the fundamental element of daily trip, such as the density, the growth and the
distribution of population in cities. Thus, we observe the suburbs zones have the strongest
growth of population.
In the following table 3, we can note that there is 6% of metro growth in terms of the total
distance between 1991-2005 in the greater Paris region and 15% of metro growth in Shanghai
city from 2005 to 2006. Moreover, the former, there is still the rail network for the suburbs
zones (the growth of the rail network reached 2% during the period of 1991-2005), and the
later, it does not have the rail network in the suburbs now.
As we mentioned previously, the first combination of intermodal trip is rather consisted by the
metro + bus. As for intermodal trips combined by public transport and individual mechanized
vehicle (Automobile + Public Transport in the greater Paris region and Bicycle + Public
Transport in Shanghai city), their modal split is always still very weak. On the other hand, the
length growth of roadway system in the suburbs zones is definitely higher than the growth in
the central zones, as well in the greater Paris region as in Shanghai city. For example, the
length growth of roadway system in the suburbs zones of the greater Paris region reached
30% from 1991 to 2001 compared to 14% of growth in the central zones; as for Shanghai city,
the length growth of roadway system in the suburbs zones reached 32% during the period
2000-2004 compared to 9% of growth in the central zones. It means that the suburbs zones
have higher capacity of roadway and lower capacity of public transport network.
Although, there is a good vision of complementarily between individual motorized vehicles
and public transport, the rate of intermodal transport use can not still reach the goal expected.
For example, in the above figure about comparison between individual vehicle and public transport,
we can observe that the efficiency of complementarity between the two mode. In fact, it seems that
intermodal transport has also a potential market for certain daily journey in certain urban
7
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TABLE 3: Evolution of potential factors for intermodal trip
��� ������� ����� ������
Paris

�������� ����

Inner-suburbs

Outer-suburbs

City centre

Suburbs

2

Density (Population/km )
1990

20478

6060

401

28127

1138

2005

20510

6476

444

23944

1566

+ 6.86

+ 10.72

- 14.87

+ 37.61

Growth of population (%)
+ 0.16

Distribution of total population (%)
1990

20.2

37.4

42.4

47.8

42.2

2005

18.9

37.3

43.8

52.2

57.8

Household equipment level
Automobile/100 households
1991
2001

283

Bicycle/100 households

377

286

439

114.4

254.0

496

125.4

1

211.01

+ 13.0

+ 9.6

390

Growth of household equipment number
+ 1.1

+ 3.4

- 16.9

Growth of Public transport path length (%)
Metro
Train

+ 6.2 (1991-2005)
----

---+ 1.9 (1991-2005)

+ 14.6 2 (2005-2006)
-----

--------

Growth of road length (%)
----

+ 14 (1991-2001)

+30.1 (1991- 2001)

+ 9.4 (2000-2004)

+32.4 (2000-2004)

1000 places/station3

-----

Growth of parking number (%) (Park and ride)
+ 0.4 (1999 - 2005)
1
2

3

Bicycle/100 household in 2004
The Shanghai’s metro begins to operate from the end of 1995 in the city centre (inside the external ring way)
and it reaches to 169.4 km in 2006.
The metro stations, which are around the external ring way (in particular for metro terminal), plan to set up
1000 parking spaces in the station in order to encourage Park + Ride (Shanghai Transport White Paper).

�� �������� �� ���� ���� ���� ��� ���������� ����
In this chapter, we will aim at explaining the advantage and disadvantage of intermodal
transport according to the full trip cost and displaying why interchange center plays as an
important role for an attractive intermodal trip.
We attempt to create a new approach to estimate the feasibility of intermodality according to
the trip cost in different urban zones and in different transport modes. As the precedent
description, we know that this diagnostic model is built by trip costs. Therefore, we present
here how to decompose these trip costs into private costs, public costs and external costs.
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� ��� ������� ����: it corresponds directly to the spending supported by the users and by
the employers who on the one hand contribute to financing via the refunding of amount of
monthly subscription and supports the spending on parking on the working site.
� ��� ������ ����: it corresponds to the spending which remains with the responsibility of
authorities or public enterprises. For example, the infrastructure costs and material costs.
� ��� �������� ����: it results from the estimation of costs related to the harmful
environmental effects which are caused by motorized vehicles; these harmful effects
include noise, pollution, greenhouse effect, accidents and congestion.
According to the classified full trip cost above, we can calculate on-going the full trip cost for
intermodal trip. Intermodal trip can mainly be divided into several sections as the above figure
3 showed. Therefore, we simplify this flow path of intermodal trip as the following figure 4.
When the passengers leave the origin point O, they take the first transport to reach the public
transport station: public transport isn’t included in mode I, then they will take at least once
public transport in mode II, then they take mode III to arrive at the destination point D.
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Figure 4: Flow path of intermodal trip
Here, we suppose that the trip costs of mode II include the trip costs in public transport
vehicles and the trip costs of transit in the station (here, focus on the time cost, including the
waiting time and walking time). Moreover, for the case study of intermodal trip in this
research, we suppose that the distance of transfer between metro/bus and metro/metro is 250m
in the central city and 350m in the suburbs, the waiting time is normally 5 minutes for bus and
3 minutes for metro (Magail, 1993) in the greater Paris region. The distance transfer between
automobile/metro and automobile/train is 400-500m, furthermore, the waiting time is 5
minutes for train and there is 4 minutes for parking time. And as for Shanghai city, the
distance of transfer between metro/bus and metro/metro could be the same as the greater Paris
region, but the waiting time in Shanghai city is longer than in the greater Paris region, thus,
we suppose that the waiting time of bus is 7 minutes and 5 minutes for metro.
��� ������� ��� ���� ������� ����
Theoretically, the cost-benefit analysis of daily trip must consider together the demand side
(private cost) and supply side (public and external cost). Effectively, we consider here the
private cost for users in order to simulate the modal choice of passenger’s behavior. But, in
this research we neglect the public and external cost, since the passengers just depend on the
monetary and time spending to choose an adapted mode. Thus, we just focus on the analysis
of private cost in order to show the competitiveness of intermodal trip as compared with the
individual mechanized vehicles in terms of the aspect of passenger. We by definition propose
a general formula of generalized trip private cost ���� :
���� � ������ � ���� � � �

(1)
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Where �� : The value of time for mode k.
���� : The journey time of mode k from origin i to destination j.
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���� : The use cost of mode k from origin i to destination j.

� � : The complementary index (comfort & safety etc.).
Until now, it is still difficult to quantify the complementary indicators precisely; this study
therefore neglects this complementary index temporarily. Since these calculated results will
be relative results, it cannot influence the results of final analysis. Consequently, it will show
us the advantage and the disadvantage between individual mechanized vehicles and public
transports.
�� ���� �������� �� ���� ������� ���� �� ��� ������
In this chapter, we aim at evaluating the private cost according to different modes of transport
(including intermodal mode), the distance of trip in order to compare the advantage of
intermodal trip in the greater Paris region and Shanghai city. The following table 4 clearly
indicates the value of time of different modes in terms of the relative data from
national/regional survey.
TABLE 4: Time value of the transport modes in the greater Paris region and Shanghai city
��� ������� ����� ������

��������

Time value (� 2000/h)

Time value (Yuan 2004/h)

Walking

6.5

11.85

Bicycle

6.1

10.27

Motor

5.3

15.00

Automobile

8.0

13.21

Bus

7.3

12.69

Rail

7.3

14.79

7.4

13.90

City & Value
Mode
Non-motorised
vehicle
Motorised vehicle

Public transport

��������
*

The average wage is 12.7� (2000) / hour, the average value of time is about 60% of average
wage (7.4�); and the average wage is 21.7 Yuan/h in Shanghai city, the average value of time is
13.9 Yuan/h.
Source: Papon F. (1999) According to the investigation of transport and communication
INRETS-INSEE 1993-1994 for the greater Paris region. According to the survey of transport (Liu,
2001)

TABLE 5: The average speed of transport modes in the greater Paris region and Shanghai
(km/h)
��� �������
����� ������
��������
a

Walking

Bicycle

Motor

Automobile

Rail

15-20

27.4d ; 42e

16-25 (20)

20-40 (30)

8.98a; 13.84b;

4

12

14.5

3-5 (4)*

11-14 (12)

12-25 (20)

b

Bus

22.61

c

c

25-50 (35)

The average speed in the city centre; in the inner-suburbs and in the outer-suburbs
The average speed for metro and e for region express train in the greater Paris region.
()*: the number is used in our algorithm.
d
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As for the user cost of modes in the greater Paris region and Shanghai city, we can deduce the
following points:
�� ��� ������� ����� �������

�� ��� �������� �����

The user cost can be divided into two parts: the
fixed use cost and the variable use cost. The
fixed use cost of use is mainly made up by the
cost of acquisition and the expenditure of
insurance. As for the variable use cost, it
consists of exploitation and use expenditure,
like tickets or carburant.
Bicycle: according to the report of Papon
(2002), it indicated that the fixed use cost is
0.012�/km and 0.171 �/km for the variable use
cost.
Motorcycle:
According
to report
of
STP/DREIF/RATP/SNCF,
the
capital
expenditures corresponding to the purchases of
two-wheelers are estimated on the basis price
catalogues. The fixed and variable use cost of
motorcycle can be evaluated as 0.205�/km and
0.08 �/km.
Automobile: the fixed and variable use cost
can be estimated as 0.218�/km and 0.146�/km
according to the relative data from the report of
Gallez (2000), CCFA and STIF.
As for the modes of public transport, the use
cost can be only considered by the variable use
cost, since passengers does not charge any cost
of acquisition of vehicle. Thus, the use cost of
bus is about 0.337�/km and 0.164 �/km for the
railway transport.

The use price of bus is divided into 2 parts, one
is the price of bus in the central zones and the
other is the price of bus in the suburbs. The
price of bus is 2 yuans with air-conditioner and
1 yuan without air-conditioner in the central
zones. The price of bus in the suburb areas
depends on the trips distance, the initial price
is 1 yuan, and then the price charged is of 0.20.25 yuan per kilometer.
The price of metro is 3 yuans for the trip
distances which is lower than 6 kilometers,
then 1 yuan by 10 additional kilometers after
the first 6 kilometers.
The price of taxi is adjusted from May 11,
2006, thus, the initial price passed from 10
yuans before 2006 to 11 yuans after 2006 for
the first 3 kilometers. Then, the charge after
the first 3 kilometers is counted 2 yuans per
kilometer before 2006 and 2.1 yuans per
kilometer after 2006.
The use prices of motorized vehicles are as
follows:
Motorcycle, the use price of gasoline is 0.17
yuan/km and 0.1 yuan/km for regular
expenditure of spare parts
Automobile, there is 0.48 yuan/km for the
gasoline and 0.79 yuan/km for the regular
expenditure of spare parts.

According to the fundamental parameters' indicated above, we can evaluate the generalized
trip private cost of various trip distances (from 1.5 km to 40 km in the urban area) in order to
reflect actual passenger’s behavior of modal choice in the greater Paris region and in
Shanghai city. The result is showed in the following table 6. We can note that the trip private
cost of non-motorized mode in Shanghai is most economic, but this mode is just convenient to
a shorter trip distance. For example, the trip cost of bicycle for 1.5 km is only third trip use
cost of railway and half cost of automobile in Shanghai city. As for the greater Paris region,
the trip use cost of bicycle for 1.5 km is almost the same as the cost of railway and automobile.
On the other hand, the trip use cost of motorized vehicles is still competitive in the greater
Paris region however long of trip distance is, mainly because we don’t consider here the
public and external cost. That’s why the automobile is first role of mode in the greater Paris
region. In the case of Shanghai city, the reason why the trip use cost of motorized vehicles is
more expensive than other modes was that these motorized vehicles in Shanghai belong to the
transport mode of rich peoples. As for public transport, the trip private cost of them is more
competitive for longer trip in Shanghai city; on the contrary, public transport isn’t always
economic compared to other modes in the greater Paris region.
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TABLE 6: Private cost of trip according to the distance of trip in the greater Paris region and Shanghai
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In addition, the intermodal trip using bicycle and Metro is more competitive than the
combination between Metro + Bus. In the greater Paris region, the intermodal trip using
Automobile and Metro has more challenged that Metro + Bus.
There is obviously a complementarity between the non-motorized mode and public transport
for Shanghai city and the motorized vehicles and public transport for the greater Paris region
in terms of the trip cost-benefit analysis. This complementarity could be probably the
reasonable remedy to control the growth of motorized vehicles, but intermodal trip has to
consider the necessary cost spending, like waiting time and walking time in interchange
center. Thus, we conclude a diagnosis of mode choice depending on full trip cost under the
following condition:
� �� public transport can directly connect from origin to destination, ����, it is absolutely
the first mode for the passengers under the economic aspect
� ���������, passengers have to consider the other transport modes except public
transport for their trip: like individual vehicles or intermodality.
� �� the trip cost of intermodality is even more economic than that of individual
vehicles, ����, passengers can in principle use intermodality for their trips.
Therefore, it depends on the number of transferring and the chosen mode of transport.
� �� the trip cost of intermodality exceeded the trip cost of individual vehicles from
origin to destination, ����, passengers must in priority choose individual vehicle.
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As the motorization increases, bicycle in Shanghai is replaced more and more by the modern
motorized vehicles. However, bicycle now takes again theirs places in the urban transport
system, especially for the European cities, with the result that motorized vehicles has brought
much negative external effects. Encouraging the reasonable development of bicycle in the
Chinese cities is crucial question on establishing an adequate urban transport network in
China. Public transport network in Shanghai is not enough powerful, even the developing
speed of public transport is quite fast. In addition, the enormous request of motorized vehicles
is caused by the fast growth of local economy in Shanghai; this is why the bicycle must still
play a significant role in order to balance the system of urban transport.
Although the length of metro in 2020 in Shanghai will reach 4 times more than that of the
year 2004, this mode will not be able nevertheless to satisfy all the request of inhabitants. It
may be useful to integrate public transport with the other modes. Since the year 2000, the
Shanghai municipal government started to set up the parking place of bicycles around the
metro stations, especially for the stations outside the central city. According to the White
Paper of Shanghai Urban Transport, the trip time of bicycle has to be controlled with less than
30 minutes. Thus, we can aim at integrating public transport and the non-motorized mode in
order to benefit their mutual complementarity. Moreover, according to our trip cost analysis,
public transport becomes more competitive than the motorized vehicles for longer trip
distances and the non-motorized mode is more competitive than the motorized vehicles for
shorter trip distances. That’s why the intermodal transport has to without cease be encouraged.
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